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Abstract:
A phenomenological investigation of single bubbles ascending in a confined geometry with a rectangular
cross section was done. Motivated by the goal to get a deeper understanding of the bubble behaviour in
flat sheet membrane modules used in membrane bioreactors, the parameters channel depth (=spacing, 57 mm), bubble size (3-9 mm), superimposed liquid velocity (0-23.5 cm/s) and rheology of the continuous
phase (Newtonian, shear-thinning) were varied. The shear-thinning liquid was used to simulate the
rheological behaviour of activated sludge apparent in membrane bioreactors. The analysed properties
included the rising paths, bubble shape, absolute and relative terminal rise velocities, friction factors and
oscillation frequencies and amplitudes of the bubble.
As expected, a significant influence of the rheology of the continuous phase was found on the rising
behaviour. In the shear-thinning liquid, the bubbles followed mostly a straight rising path with negligible
oscillations. The variation of the channel depth mainly had an influence on the terminal rise velocity of
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the bubbles ascending in the shear-thinning liquid with higher values in the channel with the larger
channel depth. Increasing the bubble size led to higher rising velocities and to enhanced oscillations.
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1 Introduction
The phenomenological investigation of the fluid dynamic behaviour of fluid particles ascending or
descending in a continuous phase is of particular interest for a broad range of fields in engineering. In
chemical engineering, droplets and bubbles appear in numerous unit operations such as mixing of
disperse systems or bubble columns. This work is motivated by the aeration of flat sheet membrane
bioreactors. The aeration is applied, inter alia, to clean the membrane surfaces [1]. Usually, flat sheet
membrane bioreactors are operated as cross-flows where the (aerated) suspension flows along the
membrane surface. During filtration, a deposition layer is growing on the filtration surfaces. The inserted
bubbles induce flows in the liquid phase that generate shear stresses on the membranes that help cleaning
off these deposition layers. Such systems contain a certain number of membranes which are stacked in
modules. The flat sheet membranes have a defined spacing between each other that is called channel
depth in the following. These membrane systems are often arranged as air lift loop reactors with a bubble
swarm rising between the membrane plates and a non-aerated downcomer area for the recirculating liquid
phase. This system, with a certain number of channels between the membranes and a bubble swarm rising
between them, is fairly complex. As no phenomenological investigation for a single bubble rising in a
channel with a rectangular cross section in the dimensions found in flat sheet membrane bioreactor
systems can be discovered in literature, this work builds the foundation for future bubble swarm
experiments.
While Clift et al. [2] and Chhabra [3] gave a broad overview of the motion of particles in Newtonian and
non-Newtonian liquids, Table 1 assembles publications from authors dealing with single bubble
movement in more or less confined geometries, mostly with rectangular cross sections, investigated with
high speed cameras. This measurement technique is usually called shadowgraphy. These are sorted
alphabetically and by the working groups. Here, rectangular cross sections can be found with channel
depth down to 1 mm [4]. The camera resolutions were up to 4*106 pixel [5], with frame rates ranging
from 6 Hz [6] up to 1 kHz [7, 8]. Fujiwara et al., Sanada et al. and Zaruba et al. [8-10] used two cameras
arranged perpendicular to each other, e.g., for a 3D reconstruction of the bubble shape or rising path. The
varied parameters were in most cases geometrical properties, the bubble size (ranging from 0.3 mm [11]
up to 45 mm [12] or even Taylor bubbles [13]) and viscosity of the continuous phase, including the usage
of non-Newtonian liquids. The measured quantities were usually the terminal rise velocity, the bubble
shape and the rising path.
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Figueroa-Espinoza et al. [26] discussed the effect of confinement on the bubble motion for Reynolds
numbers below 500 and bubble diameter to gap width ratios s smaller than 0.38 (in this investigation, s is
larger than 0.43 for all and above 1 in most cases). They found a strong dependence of the friction factor
on this ratio with a friction factor enhancement proportional to a factor times s to the power of three in the
investigated range. In their case, the factor depended on the Reynolds number differing by an order of
magnitude with the lower factor for rectilinear rising bubbles with Reynolds numbers below 70 and viceversa for oscillating bubbles with Reynolds numbers above 70 (it is worth mentioning that this Reynolds
number is below the values usually mentioned for beginning oscillatory movement which is often related
to the Morton number).
In earlier publications by the authors, the focus was on the wall shear stress induced by the single bubble
flow measured with the electrodiffusion method as this is usually regarded as the crucial property for the
cleaning process [14]. Additionally, the liquid flow around the bubble was measured with particle image
velocimetry [15]. This article shows the results of a parameter study motivated by the membrane
application and performed with a high speed camera. Here, a comparison of the results for a varied
channel depth, bubble size, superimposed liquid velocity and liquid phase viscosity was done and its
results were put into context with mathematical models known from literature. It is worth mentioning that
most of these mathematical models were developed for free rising bubbles. Therefore, here it was
possible to determine the influence of the confined geometry. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that
another goal of this work was to compare investigations done with water – as it was often done for fluid
dynamic investigations of membrane systems – with experiments performed under the same conditions
but in a system that had similar rheological characteristics as the real activated sludge system.

2 Materials and Methods
For the optical measurements done in this study, two different rectangular acrylic glass channels (Fig.1a)
with a width of 160 mm and a height of 1500 mm were constructed which only differed in their channel
depths (z-dimension). A detailed description of the fully automated apparatus (Fig.1b) can be found in
Böhm et al. [14]. During one measurement run, air was inserted into the channel at the bottom with the
help of a syringe pump Harvard Apparatus Pump 11 Elite™ together with a Hamilton Gastight® syringe
and a defined gas volume was collected in a cup. The cup was fixed on a rotatable rod and the bubble was
released by turning the cup with the help of a servo motor located outside of the channel. With the help of
a centrifugal pump a co-current, superimposed liquid velocity could be adjusted. The bubble rose and left
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the channel at the top through a bubble separator. Completely controlled with NI LabVIEW, for statistical
reasons this was done 50 times for one channel depth (5 or 7 mm), one bubble size (3 to 9 mm) and one
superimposed liquid velocity (0 to 23.5 cm/s) in deionized water or a shear thinning liquid. As shear
thinning liquid, a transparent XanthanTER2000 solution (in the following called Xanthan solution) with a
concentration of 0.8 g/L was used. Its rheological behaviour can be described by an Ostwald-de Waele
approach with a flow consistency index of K=0.166 Pas0.48 and a flow behaviour index of n=0.48
(measured with an Anton Paar RheolabQC in a shear rate range from 5 to 950 1/s). Depending on the
shear rate, the viscosity of the Xanthan solution was one to two orders of magnitudes higher than in
water. No viscoelasticity was measured for the Xanthan solution (which with the given measurement
system meant no or very low viscoelasticity). This simulates a typical activated sludge in a membrane
bioreactor [16]. The investigated parameter combinations and the according symbols used in the diagrams
can be found in Table 2. Additionally, the table shows the symbols for simulations performed with
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) which were compared to the experiments. These were in parts
already discussed in Prieske et al. [17]. In Prieske et al.’s CFD calculations [17], the Volume-of-Fluidmethod for the multiphase calculations done with Ansys Fluent© was used. A user defined function was
developed to move a fine meshed area near the bubble with the bubble during its ascent in the domain.
The used geometry was comparable to the channel shown in Fig.1a with the exception that due to
symmetry reasons, only half of the channel depth and therefore also only half of the bubble was
calculated.
In the experiments, the ascent of the bubble was recorded with an 8bit Photonfocus MV-D752 high speed
camera at a frame rate of 200 Hz with a resolution of 148 by 582 pixel in the x-y-plane (e.g., Fig.2a or b)
or 100 by 582 pixel in the y-z-plane (e.g., Fig.2c or d), respectively. For the image analysis, NI Vision
Development Module and ImageJ were used and further statistical analysis was done with MS Excel. In
most cases, the standard deviations of the determined values were so small that these are left out in the
following diagrams.

3 Results and Discussions
3.1 Rising paths
Figures 2a-d show each an exemplary rising path of a bubble in the front (x-y-plane) and side view (y-zplane) by overlaying a series of recorded images. Figure 2a shows the rising path of a bubble with an
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equivalent diameter larger than the channel depth in water in the front view. Deformations are strongly
pronounced. The deformation and the according flow field in the liquid near the bubble (with a Kármán
vortex street in the wake, further described in [15]) led to an oscillation as commonly known for bubbles
of the given size rising in water in an unconfined geometry (following Clift et al.’s shape regime map [2]
all bubbles investigated in water were in the ‘wobbling’ bubble shape region). Here, due to the confining
walls, only a 2D-zig-zag-movement was apparent. Figure 2b shows for the same conditions the ascent of
a bubble in the Xanthan solution. Apparently, a constant shape of the bubble is visible which goes along
with a straight rising path (all bubbles investigated in Xanthan solution were in the ‘ellipsoidal’ bubble
shape region in the mentioned shape regime map).. The according symmetrical flow field of the liquid
near the bubble can be found in Böhm and Kraume [15], as well.
Figure 2c shows the rising path of a bubble with an equivalent diameter smaller than the channel depth in
water in the side view. Although the movement was hindered by the walls as well, an oscillating
movement was visible. As the recordings in the front view showed an oscillation as well (not shown
here), the bubble takes a helical path in this case. Figure 2d shows the rising path of a bubble for the same
parameter combination in Xanthan solution. As it was found in the front view for the larger bubble, for
the small bubble in the side view as well, a straight rising path was apparent. This characteristic reflects
the effect of the viscosity on the flow field near the bubble.

3.2 Rising velocity
Figure 3a shows the absolute terminal rise velocities wabs in water over the bubble size together with the
well-known rise velocities for bubbles rising in pure and contaminated water in unconfined geometries
[2]. The standard deviation of each data point is too small to be visible in the diagram. A clear distinction
between three velocity levels is possible. These velocity levels are due to the superimposed liquid
velocities. For the parameter combinations tested in water, three cases are discussed in the following
section where each time one parameter is varied and two parameters are kept constant. For all parameter
combinations, increasing the bubble size (in the range investigated here) did not lead to significant
changes in the rising velocity. This behavior can be expected as the data from Clift et al. [2] indicated.
Still, in pure unconfined systems due to the beginning of bubble deformation in the range from 1.4 mm up
to approximately 6 mm bubble diameter, a decrease of the rising velocity was found. In this project’s
investigated system, a wall effect was apparent. Still, the tendency is visible that the rising velocity first
decreases with the bubble diameter and then from a 5 mm bubble diameter on increases again.
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Comparing the results for the same bubble size and superimposed liquid velocity, the results for the two
different tested channel depths differ in maximum by 5%. Especially for the cases without superimposed
liquid velocity, the bubbles ascent faster in the channel with a channel depth of 7 mm which can be due to
the lower grade of confinement. With superimposed liquid velocity, the trend is not as clear.
Varying only the superimposed liquid velocity, an increase of the liquid velocity led to higher bubble rise
velocities. In general, one would expect approximately a terminal rise velocity that adds up from the
terminal bubble rise velocity without superimposed liquid velocity and the applied superimposed liquid
velocity in each case. This calculation can be used as a first estimate. However, in these cases where the
bubble diameter was smaller than the channel depth, the terminal bubble rise velocity was higher than the
expected value from the mentioned estimation. This is most likely due to the fact that the given value of
the superimposed liquid velocity is equal to the superficial liquid velocity in the channel. In reality, not a
constant liquid velocity value is apparent over the channel depth but a liquid velocity profile. Therefore,
the smaller bubbles, that had the tendency to rise in the center of the channel, rose in a range of higher
velocities (here: maximum velocity in water approx. 1.5 times superficial liquid velocity; in Xanthan
solution approx. 1.3 times superficial liquid velocity [15, 18]).
Regarding the CFD results, the numerical values of the rise velocities differed by 9.4% in average. The
difference was mainly due to the fact that in the simulations only half of the channel depth was taken into
account and a symmetry plane was placed in middle between the two walls in the x-y-plane (further
description in Prieske et al. [17]). This was especially crucial for the cases with bubble diameters smaller
than the channel depth as in these cases the oscillation of the bubble in the y-z- plane was suppressed.
For bubbles rising in non-Newtonian liquids, Chhabra [3] gave a broad overview. The behavior of the
terminal rise velocity is not as clear in this case as it is in water. With increasing bubble size, the terminal
rise velocity increases as well, up to a certain bubble size from which on either the slope of the increase is
reduced or the bubble rise velocity is even constant. In some cases, this change of the rise behavior is not
a continuous function but goes along with a step of the velocity to a higher value at a certain bubble size.
Margaritis et al. [19] presented data for bubbles rising in Xanthan solutions of different concentrations.
From a bubble diameter of approximately 4 mm on, for all Xanthan concentrations a constant terminal
rise velocity of approximately 0.27 m/s was found. In general, in the investigated case even with a
viscosity up to two orders of magnitudes higher than that of water, the rise velocities are still in the same
range as in water differing mainly for small bubbles and the parameter combinations without
superimposed liquid velocity. In Fig. 3b, for the investigated cases without liquid velocity, the rise
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velocities first increase and from a bubble size of 5 mm on, the values are constant or even decrease
slightly. In comparison to the data from Margaritis et al. [19], the constant values are lower by
approximately 30% for the 7 mm channel and 45% for the 5 mm channel. The confining walls had two
counteracting effects that resulted from the higher appearing velocity gradients (=shear rates). On the one
hand side, the walls led to higher friction in the system and on the other hand, the higher shear rates led to
a lower viscosity due to the shear-thinning effect. As the rise velocities were lower in comparison to the
free rising bubble, the higher resistance obviously exceeded the beneficial effect of the lower viscosity
which was still higher than the one of water. For the parameter combinations with superimposed liquid
velocity, there were again three different velocity levels (actually there are five levels but 10 and 12.5
cm/s and 20 and 23.5 cm/s are too close to be clearly differentiated). Here, even from a bubble size of
5 mm on, the rise velocity was not constant but steadily increasing.
Generally the values are in good agreement with experiments done at the authors’ laboratory in a
comparable apparatus [20]. In these tests, no superimposed liquid velocity was applied but, in addition to
the tests in water, they used real activated sludge from a membrane bioreactor in contrast to the Xanthan
solution used in this investigation.
As in many correlations the relative bubble rise velocity wB,rel
{[(1)]}
(calculated from the subtraction of the superficial liquid velocity v L from the absolute bubble rise velocity
wB,abs) is used e.g. for the bubble Reynolds number, these values were plotted in Fig. 4a for water and in
Fig. 4b for the Xanthan solution. In all cases the relative rise velocities for the parameter combinations
with superimposed liquid velocity were consistently higher than the values without superimposed liquid
velocity. There are several possibilities to explain this. Besides the changing deformation of the bubble,
change of the flow behavior, differing viscosity conditions for the experiments in the shear thinning
solution, the most important factor – as discussed earlier – is that the bubble was not rising in a liquid
with a constant velocity value over the channel depth equal to the superimposed liquid velocity but in a
liquid that had a certain velocity profile.
In a dimensionless form, Legendre et al. [21] correlated the bubble Reynolds number ReB (where n=1 and
K=μf for Newtonian liquids, dB is the equivalent bubble diameter and ρf is the liquid density)
{[(2)]}
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(in this investigation, the Reynolds number ranged from 536 to 2175 for water and from 10 to 76 for the
Xanthan solution; for completeness it is worth mentioning that the Eötvös number Eo=gΔρd b²/σ with g as
the gravitational acceleration and σ as the surface tension was between 1.2 and 13 for both liquids as the
surface tension is σ=72.4mN/m and equal in both cases) with the Morton number Mo [3]
{[(3)]}

(the Morton numbers for the given investigation are Mo=2.55*10 -11 for water and Mo=3.9*10-6 for the
Xanthan solution) and the Weber number
{[(4)]}

(with Weber numbers between 1.3 and 7.2 for both liquids) where the two latter ones are correlations
related to the deformation of the bubble. Legendre et al. [21] showed a good fit of experimental data for
the correlation
{[(5)]}
In Fig.5, this investigation’s data is presented together with eq. (5). Roughly, the linear slope relating the
bubble Reynolds number with the factor We2/3Mo-1/5 can be found for both value ranges here as well,
where the lower range shows the data for bubbles rising in Xanthan solution and the upper range shows
the data for bubbles rising in water. While the correlation slightly overestimated the experimental values
for the bubble rising in non-Newtonian liquid, it underestimated the experimental values for the ascent in
water. In spite of the wall effect and rheological difference for the Xanthan solution in comparison to
water in the given system, qualitatively the correlation is overall still in good agreement with the
experimental data found in this investigation. Quantitatively, an average difference between the
theoretical and experimental value of 46% for water and 22% for the Xanthan solution was found. A
regression to adjust the prefactor (Legendre et al.: 2.05) and the exponent of the Weber number (Legendre
et al.: 2/3) provided for water ReB,N,adj=3.295We0.806Mo-1/5 with a coefficient of determination of 0.97 and
for the Xanthan solution as continuous phase ReB,nN,adj=1.846We0.601Mo-1/5 with a coefficient of
determination of 0.99. The increase of the prefactor and exponent in the case of water can be ascribed to
the wall effect (although it is worth mentioning that in Legendre et al. [21], the correlation is only applied
to We2/3Mo-1/5 up to 300 and approximately half of the values for water in the given case were above this
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value) while the decrease of the prefactor and exponent in the case of the Xanthan solution can be
ascribed to wall and rheological effects.

3.3 Friction factor and eccentricity
The friction factor for bubbles rising in water in unconfined geometries is widely discussed in literature
(e.g. [2]). For the mentioned motivation of this project, aerated membrane bioreactors, the friction factor
of the bubbles (as well as the corresponding bubble rise velocity) is of interest as it correlates to the
cleaning potential of the bubble and to the retention time of the bubble in the system.
The friction factor CD is usually calculated as
{[(6)]}

(with ρB as the density of the bubble) and plotted over the bubble Reynolds number ReB. The describing
curve of the friction factor over the bubble Reynolds number can be separated into three zones with a
decreasing part for spherical bubbles, a transition zone often related to a Morton number with starting
bubble deformation accompanied by an increasing part ending up in a constant value (Fig.6a). Different
correlations can be found in literature for bubbles rising in Newtonian liquids but roughly all of these are
comparable to the following four equations [22, 48] (where eq. (7b) is a variation of the well-known
Hadamard-Rybszynski-equation eq. (7a) for fluid particles in Newtonian liquids)
{[(7a)]}

{[(7b)]}

{[(8)]}

.

{[(9)]}

All experimental results calculated with eq. (2) and (6) are shown in Fig.6a. The friction factor values for
water are in the transition region for deformed bubbles scattered around the transition curve defined by
eq. (8) ending up in an upper bound that agrees with the constant friction factor value for the ascent in
unconfined geometries. Generally, the values for the parameter combinations with superimposed liquid
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velocity are lower than the ones found for the cases without liquid velocity. This is a result of the higher
relative terminal rise velocities. The results for Xanthan solution as continuous phase are in a lower value
range of Reynolds numbers. The friction factor values itself are approximately in the same range as the
experimental values found for water. However, in comparison to the correlation for Newtonian liquids,
the friction factors are higher which correlates to the lower relative terminal rise velocities at much higher
viscosities. A regression for all experimental results in Xanthan solution with 3 mm bubbles (which
correlate to the lowest Reynolds number found for each combination of channel depth and superimposed
liquid velocity) gives a correction factor in eq. (7a) of Y=1.61. This correction factor is rather high in
comparison to values in literature for bubbles rising in shear-thinning liquids with a flow behaviour index
of n=0.48 (the Y value is usually below 1 for low Reynolds numbers and in the case of higher Reynolds
numbers in the range of 1.2) [3]. Although not done for bubbles rising in non-Newtonian liquids, defining
a transition range as defined by eq. (8) for the non-Newtonian liquid as well, the deformation obviously
starts already at lower bubble Reynolds numbers.
As the described behaviour for bubbles rising in non-Newtonian liquids is not generally the same for all
types of liquids, here one correlation is shown as an example for results of investigations with
carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and Xanthan solution as continuous phase. Margaritis et al. [19] used in
their correlation a modified bubble Reynolds number ReB,h
{[(10)]}

that is not calculated with the equivalent but with the horizontal dimension of the bubble dB,h. Based on
experimental data, the modified friction factor CD,h has to be calculated as
{[(11)]}

where the resistance is related to a circular projected area of the bubble with a diameter equal to the
horizontal diameter. The describing correlations for the friction factor CD,nN are then calculated as
{[(12)]}

{[(13)]}
Based on this thought, the horizontal (dB,h) and vertical dimensions of the bubbles (dB,v) were analysed.
The analysis was done for the images of the x-y-plane. The values are compared to results presented by
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Miyahara and Yamanaka [23] for bubbles rising in an unconfined geometry. In many publications, the
eccentricities were discussed using the terms major and minor axis. Unfortunately it is not always clear
what was used in the equations as major and the minor axis. In Miyahara and Yamanaka [23], the
horizontal dimension of the bubble was always called major axis independent of the fact if it was larger or
smaller than the vertical dimension which was always called minor axis. This nomenclature is kept in the
following. The main differences to the investigations from Miyahara and Yamanaka [23] are that in their
investigation, the geometry did not influence the bubble and that no superimposed liquid velocity was
apparent. Therefore, in this investigation, the terms horizontal and vertical dimensions are used in contrast
to horizontal and vertical diameters as, due to the walls, e.g., the horizontal diameter is not constant in the
x-z-plane (=bubble cross section not circular). Nevertheless, in the following the horizontal dimension of
the bubble in the x-y-plane is used for the calculations. Both mentioned factors influenced the bubble
shape while, especially for the non-Newtonian liquid phase, the main difference was visible between the
cases with and without liquid velocity independent of the actual value of the liquid velocities for bubbles
larger than 3 mm. Figure 7a shows the values of the minor axis divided by the major axis over the bubble
Reynolds number ReB for water. The values are in a range between 0.6 and 1, decreasing with increasing
bubble Reynolds number. Miyahara and Yamanaka [23] also reported only of ratios below 1 for bubbles
in water. It is worth mentioning that the determination of the eccentricity of a deformable bubble (see also
Fig. 2a) is challenging. The values shown here are averaged values of constantly changing horizontal and
vertical dimensions in several oscillation periods. As it is not clear, how exactly Miyahara and Yamanaka
[23] determined the horizontal (dB,h) and vertical dimension (dB,v) of the bubble, it cannot be stated with
certainty if different results in both investigations are a result of the confining geometry or differing ways
of analysing the images. Still, in some cases, it is clear that the walls influence the bubble shape by
forcing the bubble independent of its size to rise in a – if not straight – rocking zig-zag motion in the x-yplane which was accompanied by a differing bubble shape in comparison to that of a free rising bubble
which in some case would rise on a helical path. In Fig.7b, the results of the minor axis divided by the
major axis of the (here mostly non-oscillating) bubble found in Xanthan solution is plotted and related to
a correlation [23]. In contrast to the correlation, here the values of the ratio were constant up to
approximately ReBMo0.078=15 at a ratio value of 1. As for the correlation, the ratio decreases for higher
values of ReBMo0.078.
Using the determined horizontal dimensions, Fig.6b was assembled with the help of eq. (10) and (11).
The experimental values scatter around the correlation described in eq. (12) and (13). Especially for the
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results in Xanthan solution, the experimental results follow the trend described in eq. (12) fairly well. The
results found in water show a larger variation around the terminal value described by eq. (13). It is worth
mentioning that in Margaritis et al. [19] especially in the transition region (roughly in the range
20<Reb,h<1000), which in the correlation is given as a transition point at Re=60, the scattering of the
experimental values around the correlation is in the same range as found in the authors’ experiments.
Adjusting eq. (12) by a factor of 1.07,

{[(14)]}

for the investigated range of Reynolds numbers in Xanthan solution of up to approximately Re=100, a
new describing correlation for the adjusted friction factor CD,nN,adj was found with a coefficient of
determination R2=0.8. Although only a rough assumption, it can be assumed that for higher Reynolds
numbers (in water), the values would also converge to the value of 0.95 for the friction factor described
by eq. (13).

3.4 Oscillation frequency and amplitude
Due to the deformation and the rocking nature of the bubble ascent in the investigated bubble size range,
the parameters frequency and amplitude of the oscillation (here in the x-y-plane) were worth investigating
as well. In Fig.8, the oscillation amplitude A is plotted over the oscillation frequency fB. All oscillation
frequencies were higher than 5 Hz. All frequencies above 15 Hz had very low amplitudes which in
combination made the oscillations for these combinations negligible. For water, the parameter
combinations without superimposed liquid velocity in a channel with 5 mm depth showed the widest
variety with the highest amplitude and lowest frequency for the largest bubble and the lowest amplitude
and highest frequency for the smallest bubble. The parameter bubble size is not directly visible in the
diagram. However, in general, for water it can be stated that with increasing bubble size the oscillation
frequency was reduced and the oscillation amplitude was raised. The influence of the superimposed liquid
velocity established in a reduction of the amplitude while the frequency stayed almost the same. For many
parameter combinations with the larger channel depth, the amplitudes were higher than for the according
parameter combination in the smaller channel while the frequency was equal or slightly smaller.
As it was already indicated in section 3.1 discussing the rising paths, for bubbles rising in Xanthan
solution in most cases no oscillation was visible to the unaided eye. The image analysis basically
confirmed quantitatively as well this qualitative prediction as, e.g., in all cases without superimposed
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liquid velocity the amplitude of the oscillation was below 0.2 mm. In most cases with superimposed
liquid velocity, independent of the actual value, the amplitude was in the range of 0.8 to 1.0 mm. The
variation of all other parameter had a negligible influence or did not show a clear relation.
The oscillation frequency is often presented using the dimensionless Strouhal number St
{[(15)]}

calculated with the bubble oscillation frequency fB. Miyahara and Yamanaka [23] calculated the Strouhal
number Sth with the horizontal dimension of the bubble
{[(16)]}

and introduced a correlation for this Strouhal number for free rising bubbles in Newtonian and nonNewtonian liquids StMiya
{[(17)]}

with ReB,h as described in eq. (10). Figure 9 shows the correlation together with the experimental values
found in this investigation. It is worth mentioning that this equation was determined for values of
ReB,hMo0.26 above 2 and that their experimental values scattered significantly around the curve described
by eq. (17). This investigation’s values of ReB,hMo0.26 were in half of the cases below 2. The experimental
results for water followed a comparable trend but still all Strouhal numbers were higher than the ones
found by Miyahara and Yamanaka. The adjusted Strouhal correlation Stadj,N
{[(18)]}
describes the trend for bubbles rising in water with a coefficient of determination of R 2=0.94. The
Strouhal numbers for the bubbles rising in Xanthan solution were also higher in comparison to Miyahara
and Yamanaka’s results but generally the values also followed the trend to increase with increasing values
of ReB,hMo0.26. As mentioned above, in parts, the frequencies were fairly high and the amplitudes fairly
low so that generally the trend was not as clear as for bubbles rising in water. Therefore, the values found
in Xanthan solution were not included in the regression to determine eq. (18).
Relating the information from Fig.8 and 9, Figure 10 shows a relation of the dimensionless amplitude A*
{[(19)]}
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(calculated with the amplitude A) to the Strouhal number as calculated by eq. (15). The general trend
showed an exponential decline with increasing Strouhal number. An exponential fit provided the
correlation describing the dimensionless amplitude
.

{[(20)]}

Still, it is worth mentioning that the experimental data scattered around the correlation leading to a fairly
low coefficient of determination of R2=0.55. Therefore, the idea of relating the dimensionless amplitude
with the Strouhal number should be further investigated in the future to achieve a more accurate
correlation.

4 Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this work was the phenomenological investigation of single bubbles ascending in a
confined geometry with a rectangular cross section. Motivated by the goal to get a deeper understanding
of the bubble behaviour in flat sheet membrane modules used in membrane bioreactors, the parameters
channel depth, bubble size, superimposed liquid velocity and rheology of the continuous phase were
varied. Besides water, a non-Newtonian Xanthan solution was used as continuous phase to simulate the
rheological behaviour of activated sludge apparent in membrane bioreactors. The analysed parameters
included the rising paths, the absolute and relative terminal rise velocity, the friction factor, the
eccentricity of the bubble and the frequency and amplitude of the oscillating bubble. Where applicable,
these properties were also included in dimensionless numbers, put in context with literature and new
correlations were determined.
As expected, a significant influence of the rheology of the continuous phase was found. In contrast to the
rising behaviour of the bubbles in water, in Xanthan solution the bubbles followed mostly a straight rising
path with negligible oscillations which was accompanied by a stable bubble shape and a slightly lower
rising velocity. The variation of the channel depth mainly had an influence on the terminal rise velocity of
the bubbles ascending in the Xanthan solution. Higher values were found for most bubbles rising in the
channel with the larger channel depth. As expected, increasing the bubble size led to higher rise velocities
and, especially in water, it led to enhanced oscillations. In comparison to the ascent in stagnant water,
with superimposed liquid velocity the bubbles had higher relative terminal rise velocities independent of
the actual value of the liquid velocity. With additional liquid velocity, the oscillation of the bubble was
generally damped in water. In the shear-thinning Xanthan solution on the other hand, the superimposed
15

liquid velocity led to higher shear rates appearing in the confined flow region ending up in lower liquid
viscosities. This effect eventually led to stronger - but in comparison to water still minor - oscillation of
the rising path during the ascent and therefore a change in the rising behaviour.
Finally, it can be concluded, that while the channel depth does not generally have a significant influence,
the rheology of the continuous phase is a parameter that should not be disregarded in fluid dynamical
research of membrane bioreactors.
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Table 1: Publications dealing with the rise of single bubbles in liquid and important related publications
Table 2: Tested parameter combinations (S: CFD in water, W: water, X: Xanthan solution, -: not tested)
Figure 1: Scheme of the flow channel (a) and a flow sheet of the automated apparatus (b)
Figure 2: Rising paths of a 9 mm bubble in a 7 mm channel in the frontal view in water (a) and Xanthan
solution (b) and of a 3 mm bubble in 7 mm channel in the side view in water (c) and in Xanthan solution
(d)
Figure 3: Absolute terminal rise velocities of the single bubbles in water (a) and Xanthan solution (b)
Figure 4: Relative terminal rise velocities of the single bubbles in water (a) and in Xanthan solution (b)
Figure 5: Relationship between the bubble Reynolds number and the Weber and Morton number
Figure 6: Friction factor over Reynolds number both calculated with the equivalent diameter (a) and
both calculated with the horizontal dimension of the bubble (b)
Figure 7: Aspect ratios of the bubbles during their ascents for water (a) and Xanthan solution (b)
Figure 8: Realtionship between the bubble oscillation parameters amplitude and the frequency
Figure 9: Strouhal number calculated with the horizontal dimension of the bubbble over the Reynolds
and Morton number
Figure 10: Relationship between the specific amplitude and the Strouhal number
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Table 1

Table 1: Publications dealing with the rise of single bubbles in liquid and important related publications
Setup geometry
Reference

High speed camera setup

Bubble

Varied

size

parameters

-

injector type

Taylor

geometry,

bubbles

viscosity

rectangular

2.6-

bubble size,

230x230x772 mm³

26.7 mm

viscosity

(cyl.: i.d. x h, rect.:
w x d x h)

[24]

rectangular
-/-

[13]

- / 25 Hz

[6]

- / 6 Hz

[20, 25]

752x582 pixel² / 350 Hz

165x165x245 mm³
several

rectangular
3-11x160x700 mm³
rectangular

[7]

- / 1 kHz

[26]

-/-

150x150x650 mm³
rectangular 3.64.7x200x400 mm³

3-24 mm

bubble size,
viscosity

Measured quantity

bubble velocity, shape,
deformation

Comment / Brief results

-/-

bubble velocity

Taylor bubbles / -

bubble velocity

investigation of coalescence / -

bubble velocity

-/-

2.48 mm

-

rising path, shape

-/-

<1.4 mm

Re

rising path

- / drag coefficients

investigation of a
[27]

9.12 mm
768x493 pixel² /

rectangular

shadowgraphy

100x100x1000 mm³

[28]

bubble and a solid

counter current flow cell / -

particle
shape, rising path
8 mm

viscosity

one side of the channel is a movable
belt / influence of the shear flow
field on the rising path

+ 2nd shadowgraphy
[9, 29]

camera for 3D bubble

2-6 mm

bubble size

+ 3D bubble shape

shape reconstruction

1

Reference

High speed camera setup

rectangular

[30]

[31, 32]

60x60x500 mm³
-/-

[33]

[34]

Setup geometry

cylindrical
300x500 mm²

Bubble

Varied

size

parameters

3-14 mm

cylindrical

6.57.2 mm

rectangular

shadowgraphy

100x100x1200 mm³

5-7 mm

viscosity

bubble size

shape, bubble velocity,
coalescence behavior

[35, 36]

cylindrical

particle tracking and 3D

12.7x1300 mm²

counter current flow cell / physical

frequency, shape, bubble

description of the bubble behavior

velocity

during its ascent

stagnant water / physical description
3 mm

-

rising path, bubble velocity

[39]

[40]

-/-

rectangular

1.5-

300x300x240mm³

33 mm

1200x1600 pixel² /

rectangular

shadowgraphy

68x88x450mm³

-/-

rectangular 9.51.3x63-86x914mm³

of the bubble behavior during its
ascent

reconstruction

[37, 38]

- / bubble interaction

rising path, oscillation

640x480 pixel² /
shadowgraphy, 2D hybrid

Comment / Brief results

<12 mm

300x1500 mm²
512x512 pixel² /

Measured quantity

~6 mm

Re number
viscosity, gas flow
rate

bubble velocity

rising path, shape

channel
<55 mm

inclination,
viscosity

bubble velocity

-/bubble train / influence of the
viscosity on the rising path
/ viscosity influences bubble
velocity for inclined channels

2

Bubble

Varied

size

parameters

2-30 mm

viscosity

Rectangular

2.6-

bubble size,

shape, bubble velocity,

1x400x800mm³

8.3 mm

channel inclination

oscillation

2 times 512x512 pixel² /

rectangular

0.66-

bubble size,

1 kHz

150x150x400mm³

0.93 mm

viscosity

Reference

High speed camera setup

[23]

-/-

[4]

1280x1024 pixel² / 500 Hz

[8]
[41]
[42]

960x960 pixel² /
shadowgraphy

Setup geometry
cylindrical
10x1000mm²

[44]

- / influence of surfactants on

m³

concentration

bubble motion

[46]

-

- / relation between bubble shape,

-

velocity and path

bubbly flow / comparison between

0.1-

bubble size, liquid

200x15x500 mm³

15 mm

velocity

-

geometry

2-35 mm

bubble size

bubble diameter

bubbly flow / -

-

-

-

-

Review / influence of surfactants

rectangular

0.8-

15x15x500mm³

1.8 mm

bubble size

rising path

- / Wall interaction

+ cylindrical
150x650mm²

200x15x1000 mm³
-

rising path, shape

rectangular

rectangular

[45]

-/-

surfactant

octagon,

[5]

-/-

150x150x270/500m

160x160x230mm³

shadowgraphy

shape, rising path

-/-

-/-

shadowgraphy

2048x2048 pixel² /

oscillation

-

1024x1024 pixel² /

[11]

shape, bubble velocity,

Comment / Brief results

rectangular

~2.9 mm
[43]

Measured quantity

shape

single bubble behavior and bubble
swarms
bubbly flow / -

3

Reference

High speed camera setup

[12]

- / 955 Hz

[10]

[47]

Setup geometry

Varied

size

parameters

rectangular

15-

15x300x2000mm

80 mm

Measured quantity

bubble size

shape, bubble velocity

1-4 mm

bubble size

rising path

rectangular

2.7-

bubble size,

210x210x600mm³

5.2 mm

viscosity

2times 1280x1024 pixel² /

rectangular

500 Hz

50x50x1300mm³

752x582 pixel² / -

Bubble

bubble velocity, bubble size

Comment / Brief results

Comparison with CFD / With superimposed liquid
velocity / -/-

d: diameter; h: height; i.d.: inner diameter; w: width

4

Table 2

Table 2: Tested parameter combinations (S: CFD in water, W: water, X: Xanthan solution, -: not tested)

channel
depth [mm]
vL [cm/s]
0
10
continuous
phase /
W X S W X
simulation
3
bubble 5
size
7
[mm]
9
- 10 - - - - -

5

7

12.5

20

23.5

0

10

12.5

20

23.5

W X W X S W X W X S W X W X W X S W X
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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